Abstract. We consider the development of high order space and time numerical methods based on Implicit-Explicit (IMEX) multistep time integrators for hyperbolic systems with relaxation. More specifically, we consider hyperbolic balance laws in which the convection and the source term may have very different time and space scales. As a consequence the nature of the asymptotic limit changes completely, passing from a hyperbolic to a parabolic system. From the computational point of view, standard numerical methods designed for the fluid-dynamic scaling of hyperbolic systems with relaxation present several drawbacks and typically lose efficiency in describing the parabolic limit regime. In this work, in the context of Implicit-Explicit linear multistep methods we construct high order space-time discretizations which are able to handle all the different scales and to capture the correct asymptotic behavior, independently from its nature, without time step restrictions imposed by the fast scales. Several numerical examples confirm the theoretical analysis.
Introduction
The goal of the present work is to develop high order numerical methods based on IMEX linear multistep schemes (IMEX-LMM) for hyperbolic systems with relaxation [15, 36, 39] . These systems often contain multiple space-time scales which may differ by several orders of magnitude. In fact, the various parameters characterizing the models permit to describe different physical situations, like flows which pass from compressible to incompressible regimes or flows which range from rarefied to dense states. This is the case, for example, of kinetic equations close to the hydrodynamic limits [5, 14, 16] . In such regimes these systems can be more conveniently described in terms of macroscopic equations since these reduced systems permit to describe all the features related to the space-time scale under consideration [5] . However, such macroscopic models can not handle all the possible regimes one is frequently interested in. For such reason one has to resort to the full kinetic models. They permit to characterize a richer physics but on the other hand they are computationally more expensive and limited by the stiffness induced by the scaling under consideration [17] .
The prototype system we will use in the rest of the paper is the following [8, 38] (1.1) 1] where ε is the scaling factor and α characterizes the different type of asymptotic limit that can be obtained. The condition p ′ (u) > 0 should be satisfied for hyperbolicity to hold true since the eigenvalues of (1.1) are given by ± p ′ (u)/ε α . Note that, except for the case α = 0, the eigenvalues are unbounded for small values of ε.
System (1.1) is obtained from a classical 2 × 2 p-system with relaxation under the space-time scaling t → t/ε 1+α and x → x/ε. For α = 0, system (1.1) reduces to the usual hyperbolic scaling
whereas for α = 1 yields the diffusive scaling
. More in general, thanks to the Chapman-Enskog expansion [16] , for small values of ε we get from (1.1) the following nonlinear convection-diffusion equation
In the limit ε → 0, for α ∈ [0, 1), we are led to the conservation law (1.5)
while, when α = 1, in the asymptotic limit we obtain the following advection-diffusion equation
Note that, the main stability condition for system (1.4) corresponds to
, and it is always satisfied in the limit ε → 0 when α > 0, whereas for α = 0 the function p(u) and f (u) must satisfy the classical sub-characteristic condition [15, 36] .
The space-time scaling just discussed, in classical kinetic theory, is related to the hydrodynamical limits of the Boltzmann equation. In particular, for α = 0 it corresponds to the compressible Euler scaling, whereas for α ∈ (0, 1) to the incompressible Euler limit. In the case α = 1 dissipative effects become non-negligible and we get the incompressible Navier-Stokes scaling. We refer to [14, Chapter 11] for further details.
The development of numerical methods to solve hyperbolic systems with stiff source terms has attracted many researches in the recent past [10, 12, 18, 24, 24, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35, 40, 41] . The main computational challenge is related to the presence of the different scales that require a special care to avoid loss of stability and spurious numerical solutions. In particular, in diffusive regimes the schemes should be capable to deal with the very large characteristic speeds of the system. A particular successful class of schemes is represented by the so-called asymptotic-preserving (AP) schemes which aims at preserving the correct asymptotic behavior of the system without any loss of efficiency due to time step restrictions related to the small scales [11, 19, 21, 29, 31] .
In the large majority of these works, the authors focused on the specific case α = 0, where a hyperbolic to hyperbolic scaling is studied, or to the case α = 1 where a hyperbolic to parabolic scaling is analyzed. Very few papers have tackled the general multiscale problem for the various possible values of α ∈ [0, 1] (see [8, 31, 37] ) and all of them refer to one-step IMEX methods in a Runge-Kutta setting. We refer to [1, 2, 4, 20, 22, 25, 42, 44] for various IMEX-LMM methods developed in the literature and we mention that comparison between IMEX Runge-Kutta methods and IMEX-LMM methods have been presented in [25] .
In the present work, following the approach recently introduced by Boscarino, Russo and Pareschi in [8] , we analyze the construction of IMEX-LMM for such problems that work uniformly independently of the choices of α and ε. In [8] , using a suitable partitioning of the original problem, the authors developed IMEX Runge-Kutta schemes for a system like (1.1) which work uniformly with respect to the scaling parameters. Here, we extend these results to IMEX-LMM, previous results for IMEX-LMM refer to the case α = 0 (see [20] ). Among others, there are two main reasons to consider the development of such schemes. First, in contrast to the IMEX Runge-Kutta case, for IMEX-LMM it is relatively easy to construct schemes up to fifth order and typically they show a more uniform behavior of the error with respect to the scaling parameters. Second, thanks to the use of BDF methods, we can consider only one evaluation of the source term per time step independently of the scheme order. The latter feature is particularly significant in term of computational efficiency for kinetic equations where often the source term represents the most expensive part of the computation [19, 20] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the discretization of these multiscale problems and motivate our partitioning choice of the system by analyzing a simple first order IMEX scheme. Next, in Section 3, we introduce the general IMEX-LMM methods and discuss the asymptotic-preserving properties of our approach. In Section 4, we perform a linear stability analysis in the case of IMEX-LMM methods based on a BDF implicit solver. In Section 5, several numerical examples are reported which confirm the theoretical findings. Final considerations and future developments are discussed at the end of the manuscript.
First order IMEX discretization
In this part, we discuss a first order IMEX time-discretization of the relaxation system (1.1) and analyze its relationship with a reformulated system in which the eigenvalues are bounded for any value of the scaling parameter ε. To this aim, following [8] , we consider the following partitioning of system (1.1) (2.1)
One can notice that in system (2.1) besides its implicit form, the second equation can be solved explicitly by inversion of the linear term v n+1 . This gives
Then, making use of the above relation and plugging it in the first equation, one gets
while a simple rewriting of the second equation gives
Therefore, the IMEX scheme can be recast in an equivalent fully explicit form. Now, for small values of ∆t, scheme (2.3)-(2.4) corresponds to an explicit discretization of the system (2.5)
where the following Taylor expansion has been employed
Depending on the choice of α as ε → 0 we have the limit behavior
The main feature of the new system (2.5) is that its left-hand side has bounded characteristic speeds
and where, for simplicity, we have set p ′ (u) = 1 and f ′ (u) = γ, γ ∈ R. If we fix ε and send ∆t → 0 we obtain the usual characteristic speeds of the original hyperbolic system, i.e.
while for a fixed ∆t, the characteristic speeds λ α + and λ α − are respectively decreasing and increasing functions of ε and as ε → 0 they converge to
In Figure 1 , we show the shape of the eigenvalues (2.8) for γ = 1 and different values of the scaling parameter α and the time step ∆t. We observe that when ε grows the eigenvalues diminish accordingly and when ε diminishes the eigenvalues grow but remain bounded by the finite time step. Thus, for a given ∆t, if we denote by ∆x the space discretization parameter, from the left hand side of (2.5) we expect the hyperbolic CFL condition ∆t ≤ ∆x/|γ| in the limit ε → 0. On the other hand, the stability restriction coming from the parabolic term requires ∆t ∼ ∆x 2 when α = 1 or more in general when ε 1−α ∆t/(ε 1+α + ∆t) = O(1). In the next Section, we will show how to generalize the above arguments to the case of high order IMEX multistep methods.
IMEX Linear Multistep Methods
For clarity of presentation, we separate the discussion to the diffusive case α = 1 and to the general case α ∈ [0, 1). In the second part, we discuss also IMEX-LMM discretizations which deal with the stiffness caused by the parabolic term in the asymptotic limit. 
where we introduced the following coefficients
We refer to Appendix A for a brief survey of some IMEX multistep methods, and to [1, 2, 4, 20, 22, 25, 42, 44] for further details and additional schemes. In what follows, we rely on the equivalent vector matrix notation,
3)
T are s-dimensional vectors. Similarly to the one step scheme (2.1), we proceed by rewriting the multistep methods in the fully explicit vector form. To that aim, we observe that the second equation in (3.3) can be explicitly solved in terms of v due to the linearity in the relaxation part. This gives (3.4)
and thus
Substituting equation (3.5) into the first one of (3.3) leads to (3.6)
Hence, we obtain the following system (3.7)
which is the generalization of system (2.4) to a s-step IMEX scheme. Now, in order to analyze scheme (3.7), we use the fact that U and V are, due to the multistep discretization, such that
where s is the order of the multistep method. Substituting this approximation in (3.7) and considering small values of ∆t, gives the following modified system (3.9)
where e is a vector of ones in R s and an error of O(∆t s ) w.r.t. the original scheme (2.4) is introduced. We now observe that
where the second equality follows from the consistency of a multistep scheme. Moreover assuming that the IMEX-LMM is at least second order accurate we have that
Consequently, the previous system (3.9) can be recast in the form (3.10)
Now, considering for simplicity f ′ (u) = γ, γ ∈ R and p ′ (u) = 1 we have
and we can study the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic part of the modified system (3.10) which reads (3.12)
Then by direct computation, we get the eigenvalues
which are the analogous of the ones derived in (2.8) for α = 1. Thus, the bounds for the characteristic velocities are the same as for the first order scheme and we get
whereas for the case ∆t = 0 we have
3.1.1. Asymptotic preserving property for α = 1. Now, we study the capability of the schemes (3.3) to become a consistent discretization of the limit system (1.6). To that aim, letting ε → 0, in the reformulated scheme (3.7), we get from the first equation
which correspond to the explicit multistep scheme applied to the limiting convection-diffusion equation (1.6). On the other hand, we have for the second equation
This latter equation represents an s-order approximation of the following integral projection
which holds true exactly in the asymptotic limit. Let us observe that in order to have at time t n+1 a consistent projection over the asymptotic limit a condition over the states U = (u n , .., u n−s+1 ) T and V = (v n , .., v n−s+1 ) T should be imposed. This can be resumed by saying that the vector of the initial data should be well prepared to the asymptotic state. This means that for the first variable
whereū n−j is a consistent solution of the limit system whileũ n−j ε is a perturbation that disappears in the limit. An analogous relation should holds true for the second variable v, i.e.
where againv n−j is a consistent projection on the asymptotic limit whileṽ n−j ε is a perturbation that disappears in the limit. If such conditions are not imposed, then the numerical solution may present a spurious initial layer. We refer to [19, 20, 40] for further discussions.
3.2.
The general case α ∈ [0, 1). Next, we discuss the general case 0 ≤ α < 1. The IMEX-LMM now reads in vector form as (3.21)
Again, we rewrite the second equation by solving it in terms of v n+1 as follows
Then, by plugging this solution into the first equation, we obtain a reformulated scheme
Considering, the same simplifying assumption (3.11) and at least second order accuracy of the IMEX-LMM scheme, the hyperbolic part of equations (3.22) corresponds up to an error O(∆t s ) to the modified hyperbolic system (3.23)
Introducing the transport matrix
where θ α is defined as follows
the eigenvalues can be computed as
where the bounds for the characteristic velocities for ε = 0 and ∆t = 0 are
which generalize the results obtained in the previous Section to the case α ∈ [0, 1).
3.2.1. Asymptotic preserving property for α ∈ [0, 1). We consider now the analogous asymptotic preserving property proved for the schemes (3.3) in the case of the schemes (3.21). Namely, we want to show that (3.21) becomes a consistent discretization of the limit system (1.5) when ε → 0. Taking the reformulated scheme (3.22), we get from the first equation
which is a standard explicit multistep discretization of the asymptotic hyperbolic limit, i.e. of equation (1.5) . On the other hand, we have for the second equation
which corresponds to a time projection of the variable v over its asymptotic limit f (U ). More precisely, equation (3.28) is s-order approximation of (3.29)
Let us observe that, as for the case α = 1, in order to have at time n + 1 a consistent projection over the asymptotic limit the vector of the initial data should be well prepared to the asymptotic state. These conditions are the analogous of (3.19) and (3.20) and we do not recall them here. Again, if such conditions are not satisfied, the numerical solution may present an initial layer due to the inconsistency of the solution in the very first time steps.
3.3. Removing the parabolic stiffness. Although, the schemes developed in the previous Section overcome the stiffness related to the scaling factor ε, there is another stiffness that may appear in the equations close to the asymptotic limit. In fact, as shown previously, all the schemes originate a fully explicit scheme in the limit. We refer to the class of IMEX-LMM schemes developed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 as AP-explicit methods.
In diffusive regimes, this typically lead to time step restrictions of type ∆ ≃ ∆x 2 when ε 1−α ∆tc −1 /(ε 1+α + ∆tc −1 ) = O(1). Therefore, for small ε and in the case of α ≃ 1, the main stability restriction si due to the second order term of the Chapmann-Enskog expansion (1.4). Note that, beside the case α = 1 and ε → 0 where we obtain a parabolic problem in the limit, the above time step limitation may occur also in transient regimes for α = 1 provided ε 1−α ∆tc −1 ≃ (ε 1+α + ∆tc −1 ). For this reason, we modify the partitioning of the system taking also ∂ x p(u) implicit as follows
Now, solving the second equation in v, we get
Then, plugging the result into the first equation of (3.30) yields (3.31)
Thus, as for the case (3.23), we have that the above discretization is equivalent to the following reformulated system (3.32)
where β and γ have the same meaning as in the previous Section. Thus, the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic part on the left hand side of (3.32) are the same of (3.23) and are given by (3.26) . In other words, the change introduced in the time discretization of the term ∂ x p(u) does not affect the hyperbolic part of the system up to an error of O(∆t s ).
3.3.1. Asymptotic preserving property. Finally, we conclude our analysis by studying the asymptotic preserving property. We first consider the case α = 1. Taking the reformulated scheme (3.31) and letting ε → 0 with α = 1, gives
which correspond to the IMEX multistep scheme applied to the limiting convection diffusion problem where the diffusion term is treated implicitly [1, 2] . We refer to this class of IMEX-LMM schemes as AP-implicit methods.
In the case α ∈ [0, 1), we get as before
which is a an explicit multistep discretization of the asymptotic hyperbolic limit, i.e. of equation (1.5).
On the other hand, we have for the second equation for α = 1
both corresponding to s-order time approximations of the variable v over its asymptotic limit. Again, as for the previous cases, to have at time t n+1 a consistent projection over the asymptotic limit the vector of the initial data should be well prepared to the asymptotic state.
Linear stability analysis
Monotonicity properties for IMEX-LMM have been previously studied in [4, 20, 22, 25, 26] . Due to the well-known difficulties in extending the usual stability analysis for linear systems to the implicit-explicit setting most results are limited to the single scalar equation. Here we show that in the case of IMEX-BDF methods we can generalize some of these results to linear multiscale systems of the form
where ε > 0, γ > 0 and α ∈ [0, 1]. Note that, for small values of ε, the above system when α = 1 reduces to the convection-diffusion equation ∂ t u + γ∂ x u = u xx , whereas when α = 0, if γ < 1, yields the simple advection equation ∂ t u + γ∂ x u = 0. To simplify notations, in the sequel we will assume γ = 1 and α > 0. The case α = 0 is rather classical and follows straightforwardly from our analysis. Under these assumptions, the Chapman-Enskog expansion for small values of ε gives the limiting convection-diffusion equation
In Fourier variables we getû
where, for example, ξ = sin(2k)/∆x if we use central differences and k is the frequency of the corresponding Fourier mode.
The change of variables y =û, z = ε αv , λ I = iξ/ε α , λ R = 1/ε 1+α , λ = λ I + λ R ∈ C transforms the system into the problem
Let us note that the above problem is equivalent to the second order differential equation
4.1. AP-explicit methods. We then apply an IMEX-LMM method to system (4.4) as follows
In the case of IMEX-BDF methods the first equation (4.6) permits to write
and more in general for j = 0, . . . , s − 1
Thus, by direct substitution into the second equation (4.7) we obtain a discretization to (4.5) in the form
Finally, we can rewrite the resulting scheme as
Note that, the above IMEX-LMM in the limit ε → 0 for α = 1 leads to the reduced scheme (4.10)
which corresponds to an explicit LMM for the convection-diffusion equation. The characteristic equation for scheme (4.9) reads (4.11)
with z R = λ R ∆t, z I = λ I ∆t and Stability corresponds to the requirement that all roots of (4.11) have modulus less or equal one and that all multiple roots have modulus less than one. In Figure 2 we plot the stability regions of AP-explicit IMEX-BDF schemes with respect to the variable z R and z I . The contour lines represent different values of the scaling parameter ε α . Note that, since we are assuming to use central differences, the stability regions are inversely proportional to the value of ε α , since ε 1−α measures the strength of the diffusive term in agreement with (4.2). As expected, as the order of the methods increase the corresponding stability requirements become stronger and the various stability regions are reduced. Thus, restricting to IMEX-BDF methods, by direct substitution of (4.8) into the second equation (4.13) we get
or equivalently
a h y n−j−h−1 (4.14)
Now, the above LMM method in the limit ε → 0 for α = 1 leads to the scheme (4.15)
which corresponds to an implicit-explicit IMEX-BDF scheme for the convection-diffusion equation. The characteristic equation associated to scheme (4.14) takes the form
We report in Figure 3 the stability regions of the AP implicit IMEX-BDF methods with respect to the variable z R and z I . The contour lines, as for the AP explicit case, represent different values of the scaling parameter ε α . The second order method is uniformly stable when ε α < 0.5, all other methods show better stability properties compared to the AP-explicit case, in particular for large values of z R . Again the stability regions diminish for increasing values of ε α , in agreement with the limit problem (4.2), and as the order of the methods increases.
Space discretization
Concerning the space discretization, we consider a WENO method of order five [45] combined with a Rusanov flux for the hyperbolic derivatives. Note that, the adopted IMEX partitioning of the system which guarantees boundedness of the eigenvalues is of paramount importance to avoid instabilities of the fluxes and excessive numerical dissipation typical of the diffusive scaling limits [30, 37, 38] . For this reason the numerical diffusion is chosen accordingly to (3.26) in the numerical fluxes reported below.
Thus, given a generic flux function F (Q) of Q ∈ R n , we first reconstruct the unknown values at the interfaces Q − , Q + and successively we employ the numerical Rusanov flux defined as follows
where max q∈[Q − ,Q + ] {|λ(F ′ (Q))|} represents the maximum modulus of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix F ′ (Q) and S ∈ R n×n a transformation matrix. Hence, for system (3.22) and according to (3.26) , this value will depend on the scaling parameter ε and the choice of the discretization steps. In particular for the general hyperbolic system (1.1) we have two unknowns Q = (u, v)
T and three fluxeŝ
where to comply with (5.1) we consider
The generic variables w reconstructed at the grid interfaces (i + , w 
where ε = 10 wherew i−r+j are the pointwise values of the unknown evaluated at the points S r (i) = {x i−r , .., x i−r+2 }, r = 0, 1, 2. Since, we use equispaced grid points, the coefficients c rj can be precomputed and their values are reported in Table 1 . In addition, we have a second order term p(u) xx which is discretized by two consecutive application of the Rusanov flux with WENO reconstruction of the state variables and with numerical diffusion Θ(u, v) fixed equal to zero. Finally, the choice of the time step has been taken by considering the largest value between the stability requirements of the limit system and the stability requirements of the system (1.1) in the case ε = 1. This value is then multiplied by a CFL constant λ = 0.8 (5.9) ∆t = λ max(∆t ε=0 , ∆t ε=1 )
Numerical validation & applications
In this Section, we present different numerical tests to validate the analysis performed in the previous Sections. We report results for the IMEX linear multistep from order two up to order five both of type AP-explicit and AP-implicit. For the details about the IMEX-LMM method used we refer to Appendix A. Of course other IMEX-LMM methods can be embedded as well in the present formulation, see for example [42, 44] .
6.1. Test 1. Diffusive scaling in the linear case. We consider the following linear hyperbolic model with diffusive scaling
. where γ > 0. In the diffusive limit ε → 0 the second equation relaxes to the local equilibrium
substituting into the first equation this gives the limiting advection-diffusion equation (6.2) u t + γu x = u xx . In particular, we consider model (6.1) solved on the domain x ∈ [0, 1], with periodic boundary conditions and with smooth initial data given by
Order of convergence of AP-explicit methods. To numerically estimate the order of convergence of the schemes we evaluate the space-time L1− error of the numerical solutions computed by using as reference solutiona the thiner grids. Namely, given the coarser grid ∆x k = 1/(N ) with N = 128 and k = 1, we successively consider (6.4) ∆x k+1 = ∆x k /2 with k = 1, .., 3.
The time step is chosen accordingly to (5.9): ∆t = 0.8 max{0.5ε∆x, ∆t min }, ∆t min = 0.5∆x 2 respectively the largest between the CFL condition imposed by the hyperbolic and by the parabolic part of the equations. The analysis is done for eight different IMEX linear multi-step schemes from 2nd to 5th order. In particular, we focus on the BDF and the TVB classes [25, 26] . The local truncation error is measured as follows
∆x,∆t (·, T )|. Thus, the order of convergence of the scheme is estimated by computing the rate between the L1− error of distinct numerical solutions Table 2 the space-time L1− error and the relative rate of converges for increasing size of the meshes considering N = 2 k points with k = 7, .., 10 for the u variable, while he space-time L1− error and the relative rate of converges for the v variable are shown in Table 3 . We observe that the expected orders of convergence are achieved by the schemes uniformly for varying values of the asymptotic parameter ε.
In Figure 4 we plot the order of convergence for the finer mesh as a function of ε, where it can be clearly observed the uniform convergence rate for all schemes.
6.2. Test 2: Riemann problem for linear and non-linear models. Next, we consider a Riemann problem defined on the space interval [0, 4] with discontinuous initial data as follows for linear and non-linear hyperbolic system in the form (1.1) with zero-flux boundary conditions, comparing different values of the relaxation parameter ε.
Test 2a: Linear case. First we consider the linear system (6.1) with discontinuous initial data (6.6). We show different solutions for different values of the ε, recalling that for the limit ε → 0 the exact solution of the advection-diffusion equation is
with erf(x) the error function. We report in Figure 5 the numerical solution for u at final time T = 0.25 computed using two different time integration schemes IMEX-BDF2, and IMEX-TVB(4,4). We choose N = 80 points in space, and compare the AP-explicit approach (3.22) , with the AP-implicit one (3.31).
The reference solution is computed with the IMEX-BDF5 scheme using ∆t ref = ∆t/10 and N = 200 space points. In order to preserve the CFL conditions the time steps for the different regimes of ε are selected as follows Table 3 . L 1 -error and estimated convergence rates for the variable v. • For scheme (3.32) the parabolic CFL is not necessary and we have ∆t = 0.8 max{0.5ε∆x, ∆t min }, ∆t min = 0.2∆x.
In Figure 5 , for the diffusive limit we observe that the different schemes agree well with the exact solution (6.7). In the hyperbolic regime, ε = 0.5, the shock is correctly captured compared to the reference solution.
Test 2b: Barenblatt solution. Next, we test the methods on the hyperbolic system with diffusive relaxation [32, 37] : Note that, when k(u) = 1, the system (6.8) is a model of relaxing heat flow and as ε → 0, it relaxes towards the heat equation
On the other hand, by choosing k(u) = (2u) −1 , the limiting equation for this model result in the porous media equation, (6.10)
For this case, we test first our schemes for α = 0 by comparing the numerical solution with the analytical solution of the porous medium equation [6] (6.11)
where r(t) = [12(t + 1)] 1/3 , t ≥ 0 and x ∈ [−10, 10]. In Figure 6 we report the comparison between the Barenblatt analytical solution of system (6.8) , and the numerical solution obtained from system (6.9) with k(u) = (2u) −1 and ε = 10 −6 at time T = 3. Subsequently, we consider the Riemann problem (6.6) for the same system, and report in Figure 7 the numerical solution for u at final time T = 0.5 computed using IMEX-BDF2 and IMEX-BDF5. We Test 2c: Ruijgrook-Wu model. Next we consider the Ruijgrook-Wu model [23, 43] (6.12)
we remark that this model is not directly included in the formalism of the model (1.1). In fact, in this case, the non-linearity f (·) depends both on u, v. On the other hand, what we have discussed so far can easily be extended to this more general case.
For model (6.12) it can be shown, via Chapman-Enskog expansion, that for small values of ε, and α > 1/3 we have
and then the solution behavior is characterized by the viscous Burgers equation
We select the same numerical parameters of the previous example, therefore we fix the final time T = 0.25, and we computed the solution u using two different time integration schemes. We consider N = 100 points in space and the AP-explicit approach with ∆t defined as follows ∆t = 0.8 max{0.5ε∆x, ∆t min }, ∆t min = 0.5∆x 2 .
In Figure 8 we compare the numerical solutions computed via IMEX-BDF2 and IMEX-TVB(4,4) for the rarefied regime with respect to the reference solution computed via the IMEX-BDF5 scheme with ∆t ref = ∆t/10 and 200 grid points. We report in the left column the behavior for ε = 0.5 and in the right-column ε = 10 −6 , whereas top row depicts the behavior for α = 1 and bottom row α = 0.65. We remark the difference of the solution profile in the limit ε → 0: for α = 1 we obtain the classical viscous Burger equation, therefore the discontinuity is smeared out by the diffusion term; for α = 0.65 we have the sharp shock formation of the inviscid Burger equation.
6.3. Test 3: Multiscale limit for nonlinear systems. We consider again the Ruijgrook-Wu model (6.12) , in the space interval [−0.5, 0.5] with initial data defined as follows
where we account for reflecting boundary conditions, i.e. v = 0, ∂ x u = 0 on the boundary x = ±0.5.
This test problem is inspired by the one studied in [8] , and taken from [38] . Note, in particular, that in [38] the scaling parameters ε, α have a different meaning, equivalence between these quantities is recovered under the transformation ε =ε 1+ᾱ , α = 1 1 +ᾱ , whereε,ᾱ denote the scaling parameters introduced in [38] .
Test 3a: Multiscale regimes. In the first case, we study the solution to (6.12) for three different regimes of the parameters α and ε and we solve the model with N = 80 space grid point using the IMEX-BDF3 method for the time integration. The reference solution is computed via the IMEX-BDF5 scheme with time step ∆t ref = ∆t/10 and space points N ref = 200. We report in Figure 9 the evolution of the solution for u and v. The left column represents the rarefied regime, for ε = 0.7, α = 1. For this regime, we observe that the behavior of the system is well represented without the presence of numerical oscillations. In the central column we have the hyperbolic regime for ε = 10 −12 , α = 2/3, therefore we have the solution of the inviscid Burger equation with a shock propagating in the right direction and a rarefaction wave propagating in the left direction. Right column depicts the parabolic scaling for ε = 10 −10 , α = 4/5. In this case the shock profile is smeared out.
Test 3b: Anisotropy of the multiscale parameter α. In the last test case, we solve the model (6.12) considering a multiscale parameter α to be a function of the space x, whereas the relaxation parameter is fixed to ε = 10 −8 . We solve the model with N = 80 space grid points using an IMEX-BDF3 method for the time integration.
In the left column of Figure 10 , we report the value of function α(x) as a function of the space, varying between 0.5 (hyperbolic regime) and 1 (parabolic regime). The central and right columns depict respectively the evolution of u(x, t) and v(x, t) showing the initial and final profiles at time T = 0.15.
In the first row, we account a single variation of the regime from the hyperbolic to the parabolic, observing a rarefaction wave moving to the left (in the hyperbolic regime) and a smooth profile on the right (in the parabolic regime). Second row considers two variations of the the regime from hyperbolic to parabolic, indeed we observe that the discontinuous initial data u 0 (x) is smeared out within the parabolic regime, whereas a shock and rarefaction waves emerge in the hyperbolic one. The reference solution is computed as for the previous case by an IMEX-BDF5 method with 200 grid points.
Conclusions
In this work we have developed a unified IMEX multistep approach for hyperbolic balance laws under different scalings. These problems, inspired by the classical hydrodynamical limits of kinetic theory [14] , are challenging for numerical methods since the nature of the asymptotic behavior is not known a-priori and depends on the scaling parameters. Therefore, the schemes should be able to capture correctly asymptotic limits characterized by hyperbolic conservation laws as well as diffusive parabolic equations. A major difficulty in the schemes construction is represented by the unboundedness of the characteristic speeds of the system in diffusive regimes. For these problems, we developed two different kind of approaches, originating a problem reformulation with bounded characteristic speeds, and which lead respectively to explicit (AP-explicit) or explicit-implict (AP-implicit) time discretizations of the asymptotic limit. Several numerical results for linear and non linear hyperbolic relaxation systems have confirmed that the IMEX multistep methods are capable to describe correctly the solution for a wide range of relaxation parameters and for different values of the scaling coefficient α. Compared to the IMEX Runge-Kutta approach developed in [8] the IMEX multistep schemes here constructed present several advantages. In particular, it is possible to achieve easily high order accuracy and in general a . Left column shows the space variation of the multiscale parameter α, whereas the central and right columns depict the evolution of the density u and momentum v from the initial data u 0 (x), v 0 (x) to final time T = 0.15. Top row accounts a single variation from hyperbolic to parabolic, whereas second row has two transitions. more uniform behavior of the error with respect to the scaling parameters is observed. In addition, when dealing with computationally challenging problems such as the case of kinetic equations with stiff collision terms its is possible to strongly reduce the number of evaluations of the most expensive part of the computation represented by the source term. Future research will be in the direction of extending the present results to the more challenging case of diffusion limits for non linear kinetic equations and, more in general, to the case of low Mach number limits [7, 27, 28, 35] .
Appendix A. IMEX Linear multistep schemes
In this appendix we give the details of the particular IMEX-LMM methods used in the manuscript. Let us recall that an order p s-step IMEX scheme is obtained provided that Listed below the IMEX linear multistep methods analyzed along the paper, for further details and additional methods we refer to [1, 2, 20, 25, 42, 44] . 
